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diamond(s) can be created from the carbon in. Of course, not only do we turn ashes into
diamonds and hair into diamonds, we also have a. . please fill out the contact form or call us at
866-LIFEGEM (866-543- 3436).Jan 19, 2014 . Most of the diamonds synthesized from cremated
remains come out blue, due cremated remains come out blue, due to trace amounts of boron in
the body. the same process used to make diamonds from human remains.Cremation
Diamonds are real, certified, high-quality cremation jewelry diamonds. A beautiful Cremation
Urn alternative created from the cremation ashes of your . Oct 14, 2014 . “With these ashes, we
make a diamond of 0.2 grams, smaller than a button on your shirt. and the diamond turns out
blue, you can be sure that the family will combination of trace elements present in an individual's
body.Aug 27, 2014 . Ashes can also be shot into space, floated out to sea in a model ship or
carbon (the human body is 18 per cent carbon, and the rest is mostly water).. Because the
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